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Abstract. With the democratization of the web, recent works aimed
at making recommendations for groups of people to consider the cir-
cumstances where the item is selected to be consumed collectively. This
paper proposes a group recommender system which is able to support
partial rankings of items from different users in the form of top-k lists.
In fact, the proposed group recommender system is based on generating
recommendation lists for the group members using user-based collabora-
tive filtering, then applying approximation Borda rule to generate group
recommendations. Experiments show that the proposed group recom-
mender system using approximate voting rules produced more accurate
and interesting recommendations than using the standard voting rules.

Keywords: Group recommender systems · Collaborative filtering · Par-
tial rankings · Voting rules

1 Introduction

Group recommendation is designed to find a trade-off among all the group mem-
bers’ tastes and then, derive the group preference for each item. The popularity
of group recommender systems has increased in the last years. In literature,
there are two main group recommendation strategies [1] including (i) prefer-
ences aggregation which consists in combining the group members’ prior ratings
into virtual user’s profile and then generating recommendations and (ii) recom-
mendations aggregation which consists in generating the members’ individual
recommendations using an individual recommendation method, then combining
them to return a single recommendation list for the group. In this paper, we are
interested in the second category since it typically offers better flexibility [2].

Different aggregation functions have been used to aggregate the individual
recommendation lists of group members, we can for instance cite average [5],
least misery [4], voting rules [3], etc. These functions usually work with full
list of items (i.e. complete linear orders over all possible candidates) and they
cannot be able to consider the situations when the orderings may not be total.
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For instance, recommendation lists are generally presented in the form of partial
rankings/orders of the top-k relevant items of each user out of the set of all the
unseen items.

In order to handle partial recommendation lists, we propose to use approxi-
mate voting rules adapting standard voting rules to the case of partial rankings
(i.e. when the positions of some items are unknown). More precisely, we develop
a new group recommender system based on partial voting rules. We start by
generating top-k recommendation list for each group member based on collab-
orative filtering approach. Then, we propose to use approximate aggregation
methods to combine the individual recommendation lists of group members into
a single ranked list that captures the collective preference. Contrary to classical
group recommender systems that are based on complete recommendation lists,
the proposed recommender system can recommend items which are already seen
and appreciated by some group members since it takes into account even the
items appearing in at least one recommendation list.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives basic con-
cepts on group recommender systems and voting rules. Section 3 is dedicated
to the new proposed group recommendation framework based on partial recom-
mendation lists. Finally, Sect. 4 discusses experimental results.

2 Basic Concepts

This section presents relevant background on group recommender systems and
voting rules.

2.1 Group Recommender Systems

Group recommender systems (GRS) have been proposed as an efficient tool
to discover group preferences and provide recommendations of items that can
better match the group interest and taste [1,3,4]. The main idea of GRS consists
in aggregating information from individual user models in order to capture the
group model. In literature, there are two main group recommendation strategies:

– Preference aggregation strategy consisting in aggregating all users’ individual
preferences into a single profile representing preferences of all group mem-
bers on each item. Then, recommendations are generated using a traditional
recommender system.

– Recommendation aggregation strategy consisting in generating recommenda-
tions for each group member using an individual recommender algorithm,
then, the recommendation lists are aggregated to produce a single group rec-
ommendation list.

In this paper, we are concerned with group recommendations generation
using the second strategy i.e. aggregating individual recommendation lists since
it is efficient and flexible [2]. Within the most common aggregation methods
we can mention: (i) the Average function that considers the group preference
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as the average of all ratings given by group’s members per item, (ii) the Least
misery that considers the group preference as the minimum of the ratings given
by the group members per item, (iii) the average without misery that eliminates
the items having at least one individual rating which is below a certain prede-
fined threshold and it considers the group preference as the average of all group
members’ ratings.

Recently, few works focused on aggregating the individual recommendation
lists using voting rules. These latter have been proved as an effective solution
to address the problem of finding “consensus” ranking between items given the
individual preference orders of several decision makers [9]. We cite, Baltrunas et
al. [3] investigated to produce group recommendations based on rank aggrega-
tion. The authors started by generating the recommendation list of each group
member using collaborative filtering, then, the individual recommendations are
aggregated into a ranked list of recommendations using spearman rule and Borda
count aggregation method. This method is only restricted to the items in the
group members’ test set (i.e. the items which are not yet seen by the group mem-
bers) and it does no consider the group members’ interactions when generating
group recommendations. Furthermore, Boratto et al. [6] proposed a group rec-
ommender system which is able to detect groups based on K-Means clustering
algorithm. The group preference of the clustered users is modeled using differ-
ent aggregation strategies including the voting rules (e.g. Borda count, plurality
voting method, etc.). It has been pinpointed that Borda count and the average
strategy are the best strategies that model group preference.

All these methods used the standard voting rules which are limited to full
lists of items (i.e. contain the same items) and consider the totally ordered sets
(i.e. all the items are ranked in each recommendation list). Nevertheless, actual
recommendation lists cannot contain the same ‘K’ items and consequently, the
ranking (i.e. preference) of an item for some group members may be unknown.
So, we consider that the partial information presented in these lists should be
delved further when aggregating the individual orderings.

2.2 Approximate Voting Rules

Voting rules consist in aggregating users preferences over a set of items in order
to determine a consensus decision or recommendation using a specific voting
rule.

Definition 1. A voting model is defined by three components including: U =
{u1, u2, ..., un} is the group of users, A = {a, b, ...} is the set of candidate items,
such that |A| = m; and P = (RL1, ..., RLn) is the preference profile of users
in U which corresponds to a collection of complete rankings on A. RLu ∈ P
represents the complete preference order of user u over A. For any a, b ∈ A,
a �i b means that user u prefers a to b. For example, if A = {a, b, c}, a user
who prefers a to b and b to c (and, thus, has complete preferences) would have
preference order a � b � c.
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Given a complete preference profile, we consider the problem of selecting a
consensus alternative, requiring the design of a voting rule f which selects a
winner or a set of winners from A given a preference profile P and a set of
available candidates. Scoring rules are a broad class of voting rules defined by a
non-negative vector s = (s1, ..., sm) over a set of candidates of size m such that
s1 ≥ ... ≥ sm. Each candidate receives sj points from each voter who ranks her
in the jth position, and the score of a candidate is the total number of points
she receives from all voters. The winner is the candidate with highest total score
over all the votes. The well known scoring rule is Borda [8], for which the scoring
vector is s = (m − 1,m − 2, ..., 0).

Example 1. Let us consider a setting of 3 users with the following complete
preferences over four films m = {a, b, c, d}: user 1 : a � b � c � d, user 2 :
b � c � d � a, user 3 : c � d � b � a. Under Borda voting rule, the score of
item a (resp. b, c and d) is equal to 3 (resp. 6, 6 and 3). In this setting, items
b and c are the winners.

Voting with top-k lists. Partial voting consists in allowing the users to provide
incomplete preferences over the set of items. One natural form of partial voting
is top-k voting where recommendation lists contain the k most preferred items
out of m and they are indifferent among the remaining ones.

Definition 2. Partial voting is defined by three components where: U =
{u1, u2, ..., un} is the group of users, A = {a, b, ...} is the set of items, such
that |A| = m; and R = (RLk

1 , ..., RLk
n) is the partial preference profile of users

in U which corresponds to a collection of partial rankings on A. RLk
u ∈ R rep-

resents the partial preference order of user u who ranks only a k out of m items
where k ∈ {1, ...,m − 1}.
Standard definitions of many voting rules assume that the users have complete
preferences. However, requiring the users to provide a complete ranking over the
whole set of candidate items can be difficult and too costly. The necessity to
adapt these methods to the case of partial voting is of great importance. This
adaptation consists in combining the partial preference orders into a consensus
ranking. In fact, in order to handle partial preferences under Borda, one possible
way is to transform the scoring vector and score unranked items appropriately.
In this way, the voting rule will take as input top-k partial preference orders from
users and outputs a non-empty subset of approximated winners. We refer to the
voting rule that supports partial preference information by approximate voting
rule. Two possible schemes can be found in the literature for treating partially
ordered preferences in the form of k out of the m items:

– Zero score: The number of points given for the users’ first and subsequent
preferences is determined by the total number of items they have actually
ranked, rather than the total number standing. Given top-k partial preference
profile, scores are awarded to the ranked items as follows: (m − 1, ...,m − k)
depending on their position in the vote; and unranked items get 0 points.
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This method is known as Modified Borda Count [7]. We denote this method
by Borda0.

– Average score: The items not submitted by the users get an average share of
the scores which the users have not exercised. Given top-k partial preference
profile, scores are awarded to the ranked items as follows: (m − 1, ...,m − k)
depending on their position in the vote; and unranked items get the average
of the remaining scores

∑m
j=k sj

m−k . We denote this method by Bordaav.

Example 2. Let us consider the above example with only top-2 recommendation
list of each user i.e. each user ranks her 2 most preferred items out of the 4
available m = {a, b, c, d}: user 1 : a � b, user 2 : b � c, user 3 : c � d.

Under Borda0, the score of item a (resp. b, c and d) is equal to 3 (resp. 5,
5 and 2). The winners are items b and c. Using Bordaav, each unranked item
receives an average score equal to 1

2 i.e. 1+0
2 . Then, the score of item a (resp. b,

c and d) is equal to 4 (resp. 5.5, 5.5 and 3). The winners are also items b and
c since they correspond to the highest score.

3 Group Preference Modeling Based on Partial
Recommendation Lists

Our focus in this paper is to generate the top-k items which can capture the
group preference even when the preferences of some group members on some
candidate items are unknown. The main idea consists in generating the top-k
recommendation list for each group member RLk

u using user-based collaborative
filtering as a first step, then, aggregating the group members’ recommendation
lists into a relevance or consensus top-k recommendation list RLk

G using Bordaav
and Borda0. The whole framework of the proposed group recommendations
generation is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Group recommendations generation
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3.1 Step 1: The Individual Recommendation Lists Generation

In order to capture the group recommendations, we opt to generate the indi-
vidual top-k recommendation lists of the group members by computing the
members-items preferences using user-based collaborative filtering [10] since it
is the most commonly used. Formally, let us consider a group G composed of n
users U = {u1, u2, ..., un} and a finite set of p items I = {i1, i2, ..., ip}, the pref-
erence prediction of each user u on an item i is then computed as the weighted
sum of the ratings given by the users similar to the active user:

Pu,i =
∑

v∈S rv,i ∗ s(u, v)
∑

v∈S |s(u, v)| (1)

where S is the set of the most similar users to u, ru,i is the rating given by the
user u to the item i and s(u, v) is the similarity degree between users u and v
computed based on the Pearson correlation measure [11].

s(u1, u2) =

∑
i∈Iu1∩Iu2

(ru1,i − r̄u1)(ru2,i − r̄u2)
√∑

i∈Iu1∩Iu2
(ru1,i − r̄u1)2

√∑
i∈Iu1∩Iu2

(ru2,i − r̄u2)2
(2)

where Iu1 ∩ Iu2 is the set of the co-rated items of users u1 and u2, ru1,i is the
rating of user u1 on item i and r̄u1 is the average rating of user u1.

Clearly, the items having the highest preference prediction values are selected
as the top-k recommendation list. The individual recommendation list RLk

u rep-
resents the preference order of the group member over the top-k items.

3.2 Step 2: The Group Preference Modeling

In this step, the n individual recommendation lists of the group members gen-
erated from the previous step will be combined using the approximate voting
rule to find out the group ranking RLG over the m candidate items such that
m =

⋃n
u=1 RLk

u. The top-k items appearing in RLG are selected as the group
recommendation list RLk

G as follows:

RLk
G = AV RN

j=1RLk
j (3)

where AV R is the voting rule operator to combine the n individual recommen-
dation list into a unique group recommendation list.

Example 3. Let us consider a group G composed of four members U =
{u1, u2, u3, u4} and 50 items I = {a, b, c, ...etc.}. The following partial pref-
erence profile R contains the top ‘5’ individual recommendation lists of the
group members: RL5

1 : a � b � c � d � e, RL5
2 : c � f � g � a � d,

RL5
3 : h � i � j � f � k, RL5

4 : l � a � d � m � g.
Given the above individual recommendation lists, the candidate items is

fixed to 12 (i.e. m = {a, b, c, d, e} ⋃ {c, f, g, a, d} ⋃ {h, i, j, f, k} ⋃ {l, a, d,m, g} =
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, l,m}).
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Under Borda0, the group ranking RLG = {a, d, c, f, g, h, l, b, i, j,m, e, k}.
Then, the group recommendation list RL5

G contains the top 5 items such as
RL5

G = {a, d, c, f, g} .
Typically, the classical voting rules only work with complete recommendation
lists which contain the same items. Indeed, recommendations are restricted to
the items which are not yet seen by any group member since the items appearing
in individual recommendation lists are often novel for active users. However, the
recommendation list produced by the proposed group recommender system may
contain items which are already seen and appreciated by some group members
since it takes into account even the items appearing in at least one recommen-
dation list.

4 Experimental Study

This section depicts the experimental study including the data set, the evaluation
metrics, the experimental protocol and results.

4.1 Experimental Protocol

To evaluate the performance of the proposed group recommendation generation,
we conduct our experiment on MovieLens1 dataset. Movielens contains 100, 000
ratings collected from 942 users on 1681 movies. Movielens contains quantitative
preferences which are scaled from 1 (low liking degree) to 5 (high liking degree).

To evaluate the effectiveness of the group recommendations, we focus on
performing an offline evaluation which consists at first in dividing the data set
chronologically in a training set (80%) and a test set (20%) (i.e. the testing data
are selected in such a way that they occur after the training data over time).
Then, we randomly organize users into groups of a specific size. For each group
of ‘n’ members, we generate n top-k recommendation lists using user-based col-
laborative filtering. The individual recommendation lists will be combined into
a single consensus ordering using different aggregation rules (i.e. the standard
Borda count, Bordaav and Borda0). The k items which are classified in the top
position of the group ordering are selected as group recommendations. Finally,
the recommendations are evaluated individually as in the classical individual rec-
ommendation case, by comparing the generated recommendations to the existing
data of the test set of each group member. In this experiment, we set ‘k’ to ‘5’
as it is the most common recommendation list size in this context.

We choose the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) evaluation
metric to compute the effectiveness of the group recommendations as it is one of
the most popular IR metric measuring the quality of the ranking produced by a
system [12]. The nDCG measures the discounted cumulative gain of items posi-
tions in a given ranking list (DCG) according to the discounted cumulative gain
of items positions in the optimal ordering of the recommendation list (IDCG).

1 http://movieLens.umn.edu.

http://movieLens.umn.edu
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Formally, the discounted cumulative gain (DCG) accumulated at a particular
rank position p is:

DCGp = rel1 +
p∑

i=2

reli
log2(i)

(4)

where reli is the relevance value given by the user to the item at the position i.
Moreover, we choose the precision to evaluate the accuracy of the group

recommendation list. The precision is defined in such a way that it detects the
average of the true recommended alternatives relative to the total number of the
alternative in the group recommendation list.

4.2 Experimental Results

The first experiment consists in computing the mean nDCG by varying the group
size and the aggregation method used to combine the individual recommendation
lists of group members.

Fig. 2. Mean nDCG of Group recommendations under Borda, Bordaav and Borda0

As expected, Fig. 2 shows that the accuracy of the group recommendation
list decreases when the group size increases. In fact, finding a consensus order
for a large size of a random group is more difficult since the variation of rec-
ommendation lists is more significant. Results depicted in Fig. 2 show that the
effectiveness of group recommendations when using Bordaav and Borda0 with
a small group size (i.e. equal to ‘2’) is almost the same as the standard Borda
rule. However, with a large group size (i.e. ≥ 2), the effectiveness of the group
recommendations in term of ranking quality is less good when using the approx-
imate voting rules (Bordaav and Borda0) than the standard Borda rule. This is
due to the lack of candidate items that can be considered when generating the
group ranking and which consequently affects the mean nDCG.

The second experience is conducted to evaluate the validity of the generated
group recommendation using the mean precision of the group members.

Figure 3 shows that the effectiveness of the group recommendation list is more
significant using both Bordaav and Borda0 than the standard Borda rule. In fact,
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Fig. 3. Precision of Group recommendations under Borda, Bordaav and Borda0

by using approximate voting rules, group recommendations may contain more
interesting items since it considers even the items with some unknown preferences
and which are already seen by some group members. In fact, the group members
will probably prefer to retain an item which has been appreciated by at least
one user rather than an undiscovered item. However, with the standard Borda,
the recommendation process is restricted to the items which are not yet seen by
all the group members and with complete preference information. We note also
that the precision of recommendations provided by the approximate Borda rules
increases when the group size increases. This is due to the fact that the number
of candidate items becomes more important with large groups and consequently,
there are more chance to select relevant items in top-k recommendation list.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new group recommendation method that offers to groups
an efficient tool to support partial rankings contrarily to typical group recom-
mender systems which handle only the total orders. It consists at first in gen-
erating top-k recommendation list for each group member. Then, the ‘n’ indi-
vidual recommendation lists are aggregated together to produce top-k group
recommendation list based on approximate voting rules (Bordaav and Borda0).
Our experiments show that the group recommendation list generated using the
approximate Borda rule is more accurate and interesting compared to group
ranking created using the standard Borda. As a future work, one possible way
is to consider fuzzy preference modeling to deal with incomplete recommenda-
tion lists. Additionally, we propose to consider the equally preferable items when
aggregating the individual recommendation lists as it is a significant attribute
in recommendations context.
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